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Use approved Garrison, Woodwise or Bona mop kits.
Do not use wet mops, household dust treatments 
petroleum-based cleaners, or steam cleaners. 
Install felt protector pads on bottom of all furniture, 
so as not to scratch the flooring. 
TTo protect from excess moisture and dirt, place mats 
or rugs at all entrances.
Sweep, vacuum (no beater bar), and/or dust your 
flooring regularly.
In the event of a liquid spill, use a dampened cloth to 
wipe up spills immediately.

Care & Maintenance

Features
Random Up to 6’

7” or Random (4”, 6”, 8”)
1/2”

2.2 mm
Multi-ply Birch

Hand-Scraped Beveled
HeHeavily Hand-Distressed with Chatter

Urethane with Aluminum Oxide
7” = 20.69 sq. ft.

Random = 35.50 sq. ft.
7” = 35.0 lbs.

Random = 54.5 lbs.
25 Year Residential Finish,

Lifetime Residential StructuLifetime Residential Structural

Length: 
Width: 
Thickness: 
Wear Layer: 
Substrate:  
Edge Detail: 
Face Face Treatment: 
Finish:  
Square Ft. Per Box: 

Weight per box: 

Warranty: 

For Detailed Warranty, Maintenance & Installation Information, Please Visit www.thegarrisoncollection.com/collection/big-sky

Baby Threshold Nosing

Reducer

T-Moulding

TreadRiser

Moulding Options

Nail Glue Staple Float

Installation

Rustic, Warm & Inviting
Experience the rustic charm of warm, inviting, and rich 

colors, reminiscent of an autumn sunrise. This heavily 

hand-distressed flooring reveals light chatter marks, 

scrapes, and divots that resemble the effects of 

every-day use over a long period of time. In addition to 

adding character, these minor imperfections help hide 

everyday wear and tear and look great for years to come! 

TheseThese engineered, mill run planks with a multi-ply birch 

substrate have hand-scraped beveled edges and come in 

7” or random width (4”, 6”, and 8”) variations, all with a 

urethane finish.

NOTE: Hardwood flooring inherently contains natural variations in graining and 

colors in every plank. Over time the colors may evolve with exposure to sunlight. 


